The operation of smart grids is based on different energy management and control systems. Despite their variety, all of them offer similar functionalities to achieve a stable, reliable, sustainable and economic supply of energy. Similarity offers advantages for the construction of systems that are not well reflected in current system architectures. This work introduces foundations for specifications and development of fractal architectures that are based on self-similarity. We aim to apply those principles on two smart grid use cases: virtual power plants and optimal power flow control applications.
Introduction
The increasing number of small scale decentralized energy sources together with smart components has changed our perception for the organization of energy systems. This change is reflected by the development of new technologies for organisation and control, such as Virtual Power Plants (VPP) and microgrids. However, the underlying technology stacks are still based on classical approaches and SCADA systems, which are enriched with (control) applications in control centres or local components. Such systems are usually limited in their scale and flexibility.
The vision of smart grid aims to develop many new applications and services that can be integrated consistently in different parts of the system and create a flexible and robust energy network. The system architecture must therefore be adapted to allow the integration on different hierarchical levels. Furthermore, (dynamic) reconfigurations are highly desirable in case different parts of the network are (dis)connected e. g. microgrids. The architecture needs to adequately support those kinds of topological changes, while keeping automation intact on the different parts of the system. We tackle this architectural question with the concept of fractal structures. A fractal architecture and corresponding composition principles may be suitable to handle those properties since they guarantee the composition of a system from smaller subsystems. The fractal architecture can be understood as a virtual partitioning and aggregation of components that rely on a selfsimilar design in terms of a similar set of ports and services. The aim is to show required conditions for fractal architectures, which assure that system properties like dependability, adaptability, scalability (and maybe stability) can be obtained by the properties of subsystems.
This work contributes two major parts to the research topic: First results towards a formal theory that describes fractal components and their properties from the composition of its constituents, i. e. the children of the fractal component. The children again form fractals them-selves and allow scalability due to their open ended and autonomic nature. The second contribution will be the application of this concept to smart grids using our co-simulation platform SESSIM. The aim is to show how the fractal architecture can be used in two types of systems: Firstly, we apply the concept to VPP systems, where we combine different services such as prediction, planning, and aggregation of flexibility to establish a scalable platform for aggregation and control. After that we transfer the concept to the distribution grid. This greatly increases the complexity as we have to combine the fractal idea with physically connected networks that can influence each other.
We address the research questions in the following section and describe the status of the work in Section 3. After that we introduce the methodology in Section 4 and compare our approach with related work in Section 5. Our first results are discussed in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the work and give an outlook.
Similarity in terms of functional behaviour of components is present in many smart grid applications. Every Energy Management System (EMS) can be understood as a component that offers a set of certain services. The aggregation of several EMS into a higher level EMS, e. g. VPPs, microgrids, or any other form of systems that coordinates the set of original systems, forms again a component with a similar set of services. The difference is that the higher level EMS system has a larger volume in terms of its service capabilities and adapted properties due to the composition, e. g. reaction times. The underlying functionality, however, is similar in its structure and behaviour.
This observation has been intensively discussed by the community under different terms and definitions. The most common terms that appear in the literature are 'Virtual Power Plants', 'Microgrids' and 'Aggregators' [1, 2] . Also terms like 'Virtual Utilities', 'Active Distribution Networks' or 'Cells' are used in this context [3, 4] . Depending on the aggregation purpose distinction can essentially be made between a virtual composition, e. g. if commercial aggregation is the main reason and location factors are negligible, or a technical/location based composition, if real-time influence of interconnected local properties shall be considered. The main idea behind both purposes is that multiple components can be combined to create a coordinated group that can be treated as a single entity. All internal coordination efforts are hidden inside the group. In a follow up step, such group entities can be combined to create a group of groups, which again can be treated as a single entity. This approach increases the level of abstraction, simplifies the architecture and reduces complexity of the interaction. Following this context, the work is based on the primary assumption:
Research Assumption: Self-similarity is a desired smart grid feature and a valid characteristic of an architecture.
Previous work on smart grid aggregation principles, e. g. [1, 3] , introduced the concept on a rather informal level. This may cause problems such as ambiguity, wrong conclusions, and difficulty when checking the conformance of a system to the style. In our work we therefore aim to introduce a formal foundation for the development of an architecture that is based on self-similarity. By selfsimilarity we mean a structure of components defined on a common set of services and ports that interact with each other and can be hierarchically aggregated to create different layers. Loosely speaking, we aim to create a fractal architecture that is based on a hierarchy of fractals. We use this idea to formulate our main objective:
Research Objective: Develop and formalize a concept for the fractal architectural style, which uses self-similarity as the basic principle and apply this concept to smart grids.
In the first part of our work we intend to show general composition principles for fractal architectures and provide a technology-independent characterization that can be obtained if the system is built according to that style. The aim is to find a mathematical description for the architecture and demonstrate that we can derive system properties from lower level components. It would be desirable to prove that some of the properties can be extrapolated to higher levels of the architecture. Beside the formalization of the architecture style several properties are of high interest. We expect that we can address dynamic adaptation of fractals, e. g. by adding or removing fractals that are part of a fractal group and replacing a fractal component by another without changing the general functionality. Another expectation is that we can improve the resilience by the possibility to create chains of responsibilities that can escalate services such as bids, offers or failures upwards in the hierarchy. This constitutes the first set of research questions that this thesis intends to answer: RQ1 Which mathematical model reflects the nature of the fractal architectural style? RQ2 What relevant properties can be addressed by the architecture? RQ3 Which composition principles can guarantee that properties are extrapolated to higher levels? RQ4 How to apply the fractal architecture style to a cyberphysical system that considers physical interactions?
After the definition of the basic principles, the second part of the work is its application to smart grids. The goal is to analyse which services can be integrated into a fractal architecture and which properties can be obtained by that approach. In both use cases we investigate two differently motivated approaches for the design of a smart grid: a VPP that emphasizes a virtual aggregation of components based on individual parameters of the component's behaviour, and a microgrid that emphasizes an aggregation of system components based on their location and their interaction with the neighbourhood.
We investigate in both use cases how energy services (ES) and ancillary services (AS) can be integrated into a fractal architecture. ES are all services that are involved in the process of active power selling and buying. AS are those services that are required for secure and costefficient network operation such as power/frequency control, voltage control, reduction of power losses, and improvement of power quality and reliability [5, 6] 
Status of the project
The work presented in this paper is part of a PHD thesis at fortiss, a software and systems research institute associated with the Technical University of Munich. It is an extension of a smart building LivingLab demonstrator developed at fortiss. The LivingLab is designed to act as a prosumer in smart grids and offer different energy services to its environment. After the retrofitting of our office building with components for energy and automation including different smart meters, a photovoltaic system, batteries, and equipment for control (EnOcean and ZigBee sensors/actuators), an advanced EMS middleware with a service oriented architecture (SOA) was developed to handle the heterogeneity [7] . To understand the impact of such prosumer systems on smart grids we developed a co-simulation platform that simulates complex EMS systems, the communication between them as well as the physical interaction. The LivingLab is connected to our co-simulation. From the software and systems engineering perspective the idea is the investigation of architecture styles that are well suited for smart grids. The heterogeneity of the LivingLab emphasizes SOA, which support many different tasks. However, the integration of the LivingLab to a network with similar components shows that aggregation and composition based on similarity have great promise for further exploration.
Ongoing Projects
The development of the co-simulation tool was carried out as a micro-project¹ under the BMWi Software Campus program. The task was a model-based simulation platform for new concepts of information and communication technologies on top of an energy infrastructure. The platform should enable the comparison of new control strategies for smart grids, in particular, under the assumption that the control is provided by prosumer systems that are able to act autonomously based on heuristics and policies. The resulting tool is called Smart Energy Systems Simulator (SESSIM). SESSIM was presented at the IEEE ISGT 2015 conference [8] . A second project, which uses SESSIM to develop new concepts for future VPP architectures is STRAT-EGY². The goal is the development of autonomous systems that can handle thousands of components.
Planned Work
Two major contributions are still required to complete the idea of the thesis. Firstly, it is planned to generalize the concept of the fractal architecture based on a formalization. For this, we use the FOCUS theory [9] that is based on streams and components. The second part is to demonstrate that fractal architectures can be applied to VPPs and microgrids. This problem involves physical interconnection of different networks, which increases the complexity. To solve the interconnection problem, we will try a decomposition of the network in sub-networks. Convex optimization methods for the optimal power flow problem (OPF) in conjunction with convex rank relaxation have demonstrated that the optimization problem can be decomposed and layered to allow a distributed solution at different levels [10] . It is planned to investigate if the transfer of these methods is possible to create a fractal architecture for smart grids.
Methodology
To demonstrate the validity of fractal architectures we intend a three step approach. Firstly, we show a general more theoretical formalization of the architecture and the properties that can be derived from that. Secondly, we describe the SESSIM tool that has been developed and how it was validated. Thirdly, we instantiate the model on smart grid use cases using the SESSIM tool.
Formalization
The formalization is based on the FOCUS theory [9] , a formalism for distributed interactive systems. FOCUS describes the foundations of interacting systems based on streams, elementary, and composite specifications of components.
A fractal can formally be defined as a set of input and output streams, and their relation that describes the semantics of the component. Consequently, the set of input and output streams defines the syntactic interface, their relation the semantic interface. The composition of several components is described using the operational style of FOCUS. We aim to elaborate on different properties of the fractal architecture to answer RQ1-RQ4.
Tool support
The developed tool SESSIM will be described and validated. This includes several steps: The developed solution and its architecture will be described. We will validate the involved modules for correct execution. Furthermore, we will show use cases of real projects that were created using our implementation.
Smart grid use cases
To answer the research questions RQ5-RQ8 we will implement the use cases VPPs and microgrids. The architecture will be designed according to the fractal architecture style. We will show the results of that approach and compare it with other solutions. The VPP use case will be based on the results of the STRATEGY project described in Section 3, where we have developed an architecture concept based on clustering. A VPP demonstrator will be described that can handle thousands of devices and supports autonomous behaviour on different hierarchical layers. A microgrid use case will be developed as part of this thesis.
The question is whether relevant properties of smart grids can be adequately supported and to what extent we can prove such statements. For clustering of fractals we will investigate mathematical methods from convex optimization according to [10] . Other questions of this use case will handle the composition of ES and AS that consider physical constraints of the distribution network.
Related work

Architectures
The significance of system architectures was shown by many researchers. Mature domains, such as communication, databases or automotive have well known architectures [11] [12] [13] that facilitate the development of the system, re-use of components and their integration. This lowers the costs and increases the quality. Current architectures for smart grid are mostly focused on defining a reference model [14] . The most common ones are IEEE P2030 [15] from the US and SGAM [16] from Europe. Both approaches tackle the challenge to define reference architectures for smart grids with a common terminology, different abstraction views, involved stakeholders and components, andmost importantly -standardised interfaces for the interaction. Reference architectures offer a good starting point for the development process, but they do not offer the possibility of rigorous analysis in terms of functional behaviour. Therefore, it remains unclear how the composition of functionality, envisioned for the smart grid, influences properties of the system.
Architectures that are predominantly used in technical systems for smart grids are based on supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. SCADA is a layered, hierarchical architecture [17, 18] . Different layer definitions exist: Two layers are distinguished in [17] : the client and the data server layer. The data server layer communicates with devices in the field through process controllers, e. g. programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and process the data (e. g. alarming). The client layer can subscribe to the data server layer and create own applications. Three layers are described in [18] . Field instrumentation control (level of sensors and actuators), process control (level of remote terminal units (RTUs)) and supervisory control (level of master stations). Sensors and actuators in the field are usually hard-wired to RTUs that again are connected to master stations. Master stations have a SCADA software stack that is responsible for data acquisition and handling (e. g. polling controller data, alarm checking, logging) on a set of parameters. Master stations in [18] of-fer similar functionality as data servers according to [17] , hence, both definitions are not contradicting each other. Advanced SCADA systems also support a distributed SOA environment. Service discovery and pro-actively services request are used to configure, optimize and recover the system [19] .
SOA, as a generic architecture style, can be used for EMS solutions as well. The complexity is handled in SOA by encapsulating parts of the required functionality as services that are well defined, self-contained modules that provide standard functionality and are independent of the state or context of other services. A published interface provides the desired functionality and relieves from concrete implementations of the services [20] . It has been demonstrated that EMS systems, e. g. prosumer [7] , can be created using SOA. Two goals can be achieved in this context: A generic platform in a heterogeneous hardware landscape, which allows to offer generalized interfaces for data, and higher level services for data-analysis, event-processing and control applications. Furthermore, the combination of several prosumers can provide a prosumer-oriented smart grid architectures with services as their major interface [21] . This allows to decouple control and information processes from existing solutions and create a 'flat' architecture, where all prosumers can potentially interact with each other.
Another approach that aims to reduce complexity for the control of large distributed systems, such as a smart grid, is Organic Computing [22] . The generic architecture of the approach was introduced in [23] as an observer/controller architecture [OCA] . The observer collects and aggregates information about the system under observation and control. The controller receives the aggregated values and takes appropriate action to influence the system. The OCA can be customized to meet the requirements of different scenarios. At least three main architectural options are available: (a) central, (b) decentralized/distributed, and (c) multilevel/regional/hierarchical [24] . For smart energy systems a multi-level hierarchic OCA is presented in the context of smart homes. An OCA is used to create a flexible middleware, with the objective to integrate different energy systems applications [25] . A local observer-controller [O/C] component is assigned to each smart home device. Local O/C-components implement the required device functionality. A global O/C-component receives the filtered and aggregated information of local O/C-components to obtain a global state of the system. Based on that it calculates forecasts and uses optimization techniques to calculate the desired behaviour of the whole system [26] .
Holonic architectures are another way to construct hierarchic, flexible and agile systems. Originally holons, designed for manufacturing systems, had different responsibilities, e. g. product, task, operational and supervision [27] . Autonomy and cooperation are the two essential features of a holonic architecture. Self-similar prosumers, that are built as holons in a recursive bottom-up manner are described in [28] .
Our work on fractal architectures includes several aspects of the presented work. We abstract from the stakeholders and components of the reference architecture and give a description of core common services that are required for planning and control. The core services -a subset of the SOA approach [7] -establish an EMS that is used on different hierarchical levels. Several EMS with the same set of services create a group that acts as a new EMS. The required services have observer and controller capabilities, hence, this is also a specialization of the OCA [24] . The communication will be more flexible and the control of components as groups meet some of the requirements by [29] . The fractal architecture is a step towards the structure desired by [21] and [30] .
Tool support
As a proof of concept we will use simulations to test the architecture for smart grids. The aim is to investigate two major use cases: VPPs and microgrids with the possibility to offer ES and AS. Therefore, two major requirements need to be covered: A flexible modelling framework for the implementation of fractal services as part of components or agents that communicate with each other. The communication topology and message sequences shall be as flexible as possible. Additionally, we need the simulation of the physical power network, including different physical properties, such as power flows, voltages as well as different levels and topologies. This is the second major requirement. The modelling framework for fractal services and the physical simulation shall be integrated.
A number of related tools that meet the two major requirements have been developed during the recent years. One early example is the Epochs framework [31] , which couples an agent based simulation with dedicated power system simulation tools using the high-level architecture (HLA) approach. An extension of that framework was introduced by Lin et. al. [32] in order to improve the accuracy due to the mixture of event based communication and cycle based calculation of the power system simulation. Another approach is MOSAIK. It is available as OpenSource³. MOSAIK has an extended concept for coupling agent-based and power flow simulations, in particular, for large scale simulations, including generation and parametrization of models. Many other tools are available, which we do not mention here due to space limitation. We refer to [33] for an extensive tool analysis.
Due to the context of our real demonstrator based on a SOA [7] , our intention was to integrate real components in addition to the work presented before. Therefore, we created a tool [8] that couples the eclipseSCADA platform with a co-simulation that uses actor based technology for communication on top of different power flow solvers. This light weight co-simulation framework helps to achieve two goals: Firstly, we can quickly develop and simulate custom smart grid solutions and test their feasibility. Secondly, we can test real devices or applications that support industrial communication protocols, such as IEC 60870-5-104, OPC, Modbus or Siemens S7, in a context given by the simulated environment.
First results
This section presents the results that have been achieved during the initial phase of the thesis. Some results have already been published, e. g. the SESSIM co-simulation platform [8] that is used for large-scale, actor based simulation of smart grids. It combines different technologies such as GridLab-D, Akka, EclipseScada, CIM, etc. and represents the fundamental tool for our analysis. Additionally, other work for formalization, system modelling and analysis is still in progress. We present several intermediate results that need further evaluation.
Towards formalization
This part introduces first results towards a formalization of an architecture style that supports the construction of a system, which consists of self-similar components. We call it a fractal architecture style.⁴ The formalization is based on the FOCUS theory [9] . It builds on the idea of data streams as a model for communication and relations between data streams as a behaviour. The method distinguishes between elementary and composite specifications.
Composite specifications are created hierarchically from the elementary ones.
Elementary Specification
The elementary component in this work is a fractal. A fractal is usually part of a larger hierarchic system. Hence, we specify a fractal over its behaviour with respect to the input and output streams of adjacent hierarchical layers.
Syntactic interface. Using the notion of channels, whose communication histories are represented by streams, we describe the syntactic interface, which we denote as ( ⊳ ), with a set of input channels and a set of output channels . We denote the set of channels to the adjacent higher hierarchy level as and , and the set of channels to the adjacent lower hierarchy level as and , respectively. The intersection of all those sets is required to be empty:
Fractals are part of a system with a parent and child relationship. We assume a 1:n relationship of parents and children in this work.⁵ Let be the set of fractal identifiers that represent the children of a fractal. We use to denote the channels using the sheaf of channels notation. A sheaf of channels is an indexed set of channels. To denote a unique channel ∀ ∈ ⊂ ℕ, and denote the channel type. The type of a channel is a set of possible messages that are transmitted over the channel. We use for requests and for answers that are transmitted. Note that the sets and in a fractal architecture have the same type. This is also true for the sets and . Semantic interface. The behaviour, i. e. the relation between streams of a component, is called the semantic interface. A set of all possible streams is defined over its set of possible messages as . The set of finite streams is * , the set of infinite streams is ∞ . An element of a stream is denoted as . with ∈ and ∈ ℕ. We formalize the behaviour as a function that maps input streams to output streams
To capture the complexity of all different possibilities we define several default cases for fractals. First, we list the desired behaviour with requests from the higher adjacent layer. (i) In the first case, a request is processed and new requests are sent to the children, i. e. to the adjacent For the formalization we use a similar approach as in (i) and (ii) by filtering relevant requests and answering them based on the status. In contrast to previous examples, this case allows to formalize functionality, that applies to both: fractals that represent aggregations (groups) and leafs (single components).
The first three cases consider the behaviour of components based on inputs from the higher adjacent layer. In smart grids, possible use cases would be acknowledgements for a demand response request, data requests for forecasts, current state requests for consumption and production, or data requests, such as device configuration, location, parametrization, etc. The following lists further cases based on inputs from lower adjacent layers: (iv) This case describes the aggregation functionality based on data from lower layers. The fractal receives data from its children and aggregates all values to a group value, which is forwarded to the higher layer.
The semantics of that case can be described as a function : ( × . . . × ) → . To describe the aggregation, a sheaf of streams notation is used. A sheaf of streams can be understood as a non-ordered indexed set of channels. Consequently, the aggregation operator needs to be well-defined, i. e. independent elements order. This is an important requirement to achieve associativity and commutativity. Using an aggregation operator ⊕ we can define the function element wise
. In particular, if there is only one child, the function is the delegation of the input to the output. If there are more children, which is assumed to be the common case, aggregation will be carried out. A concrete aggregation depends on the use case. For example, an operability property that describes whether the fractal is 100% operational or not, may be specified with a logical and operator. Other examples, such as production and consumption values, require addition as an aggregation operator. The aggregation operator can be complex, especially if functionality like planning, optimization or demand response is realized. For the planning of optimal schedules associativity and commutativity can be defined with respect to an optimum. Nondeterminism might occur, if several solutions of an optimal schedule exist that yield the same value. as the behaviour that describes the output stream [ ] based on the input streams. An example is a coordination of a common decision process, e. g. a price based coordination of the scheduling process in smart grids. In that example the fractal determines a price, which is sent back to all children based on schedules of all children. We can specify this behaviour. Let ∈ be a request that contains a price profile, and ℎ ∈ an answer that contains a schedule of the desired power profile for a time interval. We define the function for each stream of a child
, describes an internal aggregation of schedules, and ℎ : ℎ → a function that generates a price message based on an aggregated schedule. A concrete implementation is e. g. a decentralized e-vehicle charging protocol [34] . . Further, state transitions need to be defined to allow more expressive specifications and models of fractals. Another specification that is of high interest, is the extension of the model with channels specifically for the communication within the same layer. This, however, is future work. Here we introduce the basics to understand the interface specifications. All seven cases compose the semantics of a fractal. They can be combined to create an expressive and complex fractal system.
Composite specification
Composite specification, as the interconnection of (elementary) components, is expressed over channel identifiers. Two components are composed if they share a common channel, i. e. a channel that is an output channel of one component and an input channel of the other. A 1:n relation of output:input is allowed. More concretely, let 1 and 2 be two individual components and 1 , 2 denote their formal specification. The composition is then defined in FOCUS as :
where is common channel identifier in both specifications. For better readability, FOCUS' operator style distinguishes between the operators ⊗, ≻ and ‖ for mutual feedback, piping and parallel composition, respectively.
The parent and child relationships of the fractal architecture style are specified as: Let be a fractal specification that represents a parent and 1 , . . ., the child specifications ( ∈ ℕ). We specify the composition by ⊗( 1 ‖ . . . ‖ ) , where the operator ‖ denotes that all children share channels only with the parent.
For a fractal architecture we additionally require the non-existence of parent-child loops, i. e. if a child has a parent , all children of and all children's children must not have as their child. Figure 2 shows this requirement. C represents a composite component, L represents a leaf component according to the composite pattern terminology. A stroke represents mutual composition. Indices are omitted for readability. By giving every fractal a unique id, the architecture is described as a directed graph = ( , ), where is the set of fractals and the set of ordered pairs of fractals.
Another important feature of the fractal architecture is the existence of operators, which allow to adapt the structure, such as add() and remove(). We introduce an update function on graph , which modifies the structure as shown in Figure 3 . In the elementary specification adapts the set of a fractal. An important property that has to be shown is that (i) the updated architecture still fulfils the fractal specification, i. e. cases like delegation are still valid, and (ii) the composition fulfils the properties of the graph, i. e. freedom of loops. As soon as we have shown these properties for the add() and remove() operators, the next step is to demonstrate that we can create groups, i. e. fractals that coordinate multiple fractals, and add groups to other groups, as indicated in Figure 4 . This allows to transfer the properties to the whole structure. Another step is to show that a component can be part of several groups. Instead of strict tree-based structure, we extend the idea of a fractal architecture to a directed graph. An important property for that will be idempotence. If idempotence of an operation is valid, we can show that a directed graph of fractals, as shown in Figure 5b , does correspond to the specifications of a fractal architecture style. This, in particular, is necessary for the microgrid use case, where we want to use decomposition of convex optimization problems [10] to create components that can be specified as a fractal. Such decomposition requires to allow that some of the vertices are part of at least two groups, as shown in Figure 5 , and create a directed graph that adds more flexibility.
An example is a control system of a building that can be of fractal nature. Devices are assigned to rooms, rooms are assigned to floors, floors are assigned to wings and so on. It is possible that some of the rooms belong to different floors, e. g. staircases or corridors. We can think of a light control application that uses fractal delegation. If more that one parent request an operation, the fractal architecture needs to guarantee that the execution leads to the same system state (idempotence).
Virtual Power Plants
The VPP use case is developed as part of the STRATEGY project that is a joint work with SWM, the local utility of Munich, and IBH Systems, the company behind the open source project EclipseSCADA⁶ The aim is the exploration of future scenarios with thousands of devices that are integrated into a VPP that monitors, controls and optimizes all the components in real time. Current VPPs have reached hundreds of components. Due to increasing number of renewable energy sources and regulatory changes VPPs are rapidly growing. Technologically, a VPP is created with a SCADA system, which has a flat, central hierarchy. By flat and central we mean that there is only one system which integrates all components. This is schematically shown in Figure 6 .
SCADA systems handle several tasks such as monitoring, data aggregation, optimization of the devices, control to keep the desired schedules. A good overview of possible applications can be found in the literature [35] . Requirements for the reaction time are based on the goal of the application. Control applications that are designed to keep a certain schedule or support operating reserves, need quick responses ≤ 1 s. Reserve replacement applications, optimization and (re-)configuration tasks can be in the dimension of min, while market, planning and maintenance applications can be scheduled with the frequency of the spotmarket. With thousands VPP components in mind the central and flat approach will reach its limits. Therefore, we propose to extend this architecture and introduce additional layers by creating clusters that are operated by a ClusterHead, which offers the same functionality for a subset of the components. For the root, i. e. the original SCADA system, a cluster represents a regular controllable component. This is shown in Figure 7 . Many layers are possible with that structure, i. e. we can create a large cluster that consists of several small clusters without changing the architecture.
Our ClusterHead implementation includes several services. The first service is responsible for monitoring and control. Every ClusterHead collects the data of connected devices and aggregates them to get the full state of its subsystem. In addition to the current state, the ClusterHead calculates the currently available amount of flexibility. This can either be done with the configuration data of the devices or communicated options. Controllable devices, such as biomass or cogeneration devices can provide flexibility based on current production, their max/min limits and shiftable capabilities that consider the dynamics as ramps. For solar and wind devices we can achieve flexibility by adjusting the power point tracker or the wind blade angles, respectively. For economical operation flexibility options have a price tag. Flexibility prices are communicated by the component. The ClusterHead compares the current values with the plan and predicted values. If a difference exists, a control signal is prepared to adapt the production based on the flexibility that is available. Our ClusterHead uses the flexibility ordered by prices to cover the difference. A special case is considered if flexibility is not free of side effects. Side effects occur, if flexibility activation will change the planned production/ consumption at later time points. In such a case replanning and optimization is carried out. A quick reaction for the system is achieved, if flexibility without side effects is used first and the optimized profile in a second step to improve the economics.
A second service of the ClusterHead is the reporting and interaction with higher levels. In our demonstrator, the aggregated state is transferred, together with the currently available flexibility and the aggregated schedule. The higher level ClusterHead (or a SCADA system) is able to use this information for further processing. There might be a situation when a ClusterHead on a lower level is not able to cover the difference, e. g. if an important component has failed or is in maintenance mode. In that case, it communicates the deviation to the higher level. The higher level ClusterHead has access to the flexibility of other ClusterHeads. Hence, it can request flexibility of other components, to keep the desired schedule of the overall VPP. This allows that undesired situations, such as faults or missing flexibility, can be handled within the hierarchy. As a supervisor, a ClusterHead is responsible for handling its components' failures. This allows to form a chain of responsibility, all the way to the top, where human users can be involved to take appropriate actions. In contrast to flat hierarchies, human users can be engaged on different levels of the hierarchy. This improves the flexibility for system supervision and may enable different scaling strategies for automation up to thousands or millions of devices.
Demonstrator
To show the benefits of the new architecture, we created a demonstrator (Figure 8 ) that was presented at the "Münchner Wissenschaftstage 2014", which combines several principles from a fractal architecture that was developed during the project. Three real devices on the table and one the remote device are combined to a cluster that operates autonomously. We have a light-sensor (solar-1), controllable motor (wind) and an industrial 'netline FW-5' component on the table. Each is connected to an Arduino that communicates to a Raspberry Pi via EclipseSCADA. Raspberry Pis are additionally extended with an application stack to create a companion-box (CBox) that offers additional functionality. In our case the CBox of the wind turbine has a ClusterHead application that allows it to control the other devices as well. Additionally to devices on the table, a real fortiss photovoltaic-system (solar-2), or more concretely, the data-logger of the SMA inverter, is connected with the ClusterHead Raspberry Pi via EclipseSCADA as well. This allows to operate all devices as a VPP cluster.
The ClusterHead is connected with SESSIM that runs on a conventional laptop. The simulation receives real values from the table cluster and simulates additional components that are clustered in groups. Scalability tests have shown that we can simulate more than thousand additional components. Two visualizations are available: The ClusterHead visualization, shown at the bottom left, and the overall VPP visualization, shown at the bottom right.
Conclusion and outlook
This paper shows the progress on the topic of fractal architectures and composition principles in the context of smart grids. Different researchers have claimed that a good design for a future smart grid architecture is based on selfsimilarity. Terms that are used in that context are microgrids [2] , cells, active distribution networks [3] , prosumerbased architectures [21] or superEMS [30] . We utilize the term 'self-similarity' as a fundamental principle to describe a fractal architecture style. We formalize fractals based on streams and their relation.
A second contribution of the work is the possibility to instantiate fractal architectures in the context of smart grids. Our SESSIM co-simulation is used as a vehicle for the analysis of different smart grid use cases. A first VPP use case is described that is based on the fractal architecture. The use case will be extended to show the full potential of the architecture in terms of ES and AS.
More research questions require additional attention. In particular, fractal structures for microgrids, i. e. the consideration of physical networks, are desired, but this question has not been solved yet. A possible approach to tackle this has been identified in the area of convex optimization methods that use decomposition methods based on subgraphs. This method can be used to create the frames for a fractal and decomposable microgrid architecture. Together with the fractal architecture from the VPP use case, this can be used to create a new approach for smart grid control that is less complex than today. This, however, is still future work.
